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To the Editor:

The pandemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has rapidly spread worldwide and resulted in more than 3.5 million deaths as
of June 2021 [1]. Respiratory viruses, such as the influenza virus, cause direct damage to the airway
epithelium, enabling Aspergillus to invade airway tissues. SARS-CoV-2 infection can also increase the risk
of Aspergillus superinfection, i.e., the so-called COVID-19 associated pulmonary aspergillosis (CAPA), in
severe COVID-19 patients [2]. CAPA has become a serious concern worldwide for the management of
severe COVID-19 [2]. Several studies have reported a high incidence of CAPA and associated mortality
rates in critical COVID-19 patients [3–12]. However, these reports were from limited facilities in the USA
or European countries, and epidemiological data from other regions of the world are limited. Therefore, we
conducted a nationwide internet questionnaire surveillance study in Japan to obtain large-scale
epidemiological data.

An internet questionnaire survey was conducted with the chief physicians of respiratory disease
departments of 715 Japanese Respiratory Society certified hospitals using a Google Form between 28
January 2021 and 28 February 2021. The questionnaire included the total number of COVID-19 cases
diagnosed based on reverse transcription-PCR testing and incidence of CAPA in each hospital from the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic up to 27 January 2021. Information about CAPA patients such as
age groups, underlying diseases, the severity of COVID-19 according to the US National Institutes of
Health treatment guidelines [13], evidence for the diagnosis of CAPA, treatment, and their outcomes were
collected. Informed written consent was not required because the study used de-identified patient data. The
study was approved by the Japanese Respiratory Society.

Responses to the questionnaire survey were obtained from 198 of the 715 hospitals (27.6%). About a half
of these facilities were tertiary medical centres, and 40 (20.2%) were university hospitals. The hospitals
were distributed throughout Japan, with two in Hokkaido, eight in Tohoku, 60 in Kanto, including Tokyo,
43 in Chubu-Hokuriku-Koshinetsu, 25 in Kinki, 19 in Chugoku-Shikoku, and 41 in Kyusyu. The number
of moderate/severe and critical COVID-19 patients were 10047 and 1664, respectively, as defined by the
National Institutes of Health treatment guidelines. Only 10 cases from seven hospitals were diagnosed with
complicating CAPA. The severity of COVID-19 in these 10 cases with CAPA was nine critical and one
severe. The age groups of these patients were as follows: one in their 50s, two in their 60s, five in their
70s, and two over 80 years of age. The incidence rate of CAPA in critical patients who needed mechanical
ventilation was only 0.54% (9/1664). Respiratory specimens showed Aspergillus positive culture in six
cases, three being positive for Aspergillus fumigatus, and one each for Aspergillus terreus, Aspergillus
niger and Aspergillus flavus. Serum β-D-glucan (BDG) and galactomannan (GM) tests were positive in five
(50%) and two (20%) patients, respectively. The underlying diseases of the COVID-19 patients with
CAPA were hypertension (n=8), COPD (n=5), diabetes mellitus (n=3), cardiac diseases (n=3), and chronic
renal failure (n=2). All COVID-19 patients with CAPA had been treated with corticosteroids, two patients
had also received tocilizumab. Nine of the patients with CAPA were prescribed voriconazole, and the other
patient was administered liposomal amphotericin B and micafungin. Two of the 10 patients with CAPA
recovered, five died during their hospital stay, and three were under treatment at the time of the survey.
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In this study, we performed an online nationwide questionnaire survey and found that the incidence rate of
CAPA in critical COVID-19 cases was extremely low (0.54%) compared with those previously reported, as
summarised in table 1. The study subjects in these reports were ICU-managed or critical COVID-19
patients. The incidence rates were 3.3% to 35% in the USA and European countries (table 1).

Obtaining mycological evidence from COVID-19 patients is challenging because diagnostic bronchoscopy
could increase the risk of healthcare workers being exposed to dispersed aerosols. Therefore, it was
difficult to acquire mycological evidence of Aspergillus infection. Serological diagnostic tests, such as
Aspergillus GM and BDG were useful in this situation. Data from the UK National Mycology Reference
Laboratory showed a relatively higher positivity rate (80%) for CAPA through the BDG test than through
the GM antigen test (33%) [14].

It is unlikely that many patients with CAPA were overlooked in Japan for the following three reasons.
First, data were obtained mostly from tertiary medical centres, including 40 university hospitals. Second,
BDG and GM tests are widely available in Japan. Third, the mortality rates per 100000 population of
COVID-19 patients in Japan are similar to those in the USA and lower than those of European countries [15].

Japan has experienced three waves of the COVID-19 pandemic; the second and third waves were much
larger than the first one. Use of corticosteroids, mainly dexamethasone, for COVID-19 patients with
hypoxia has also been recommended since the second wave hit the country; hence, it is unlikely that the
rate of steroid use was lower in Japan than in other countries.

The previous studies were active surveillance studies, each with specific diagnostic criteria, and could be
more accurate compared with our surveillance although the sample sizes were small. Therefore, the reason
for the large difference in the incidence rate of CAPA among COVID-19 patients in our study compared
with that among those in the USA and European countries might be the difference in study designs.
However, a recent meta-analysis of COVID-19 autopsy case studies, mainly from the USA or European
countries, showed the very low incidence of CAPA at 8 out of 677 cases (1.18%) [16]. Therefore, there is
a possibility that the clinical criteria used in the initial studies might over diagnose cases due to
colonisation with Aspergillus spp. The other reason for the high incidence rate of CAPA could be due to
publication bias.

TABLE 1 Incidence of COVID-19 associated pulmonary aspergillosis (CAPA) patients in different countries

Country Incidence ratio of CAPA (95% CI)
(number of patients/total

patients)

Number of facilities Patient
background

Reference

France 0.179 (0.111–0.265)
(19/106)

Single centre Intubated patients [4]

France 0.333 (0.165–0.539)
(9/27)

Single centre Intubated patients [5]

Germany 0.263 (0.091–0.512)
(5/19)

Single centre ICU patients [6]

USA 0.193 (0.074–0.374)
(6/31)

Single centre Intubated patients [7]

The Netherlands 0.197 (0.109–0.313)
(13/66)

Single centre Intubated patients [8]

Spain 0.033 (0.014–0.064)
(8/239)

Single centre ICU patients [9]

France 0.13 (0.049–0.262)
(6/46)

Single centre ICU patients [10]

Italy 0.277 (0.195–0.372)
(30/108)

Single centre Intubated patients [11]

Belgium 0.35 (0.153–0.592)
(7/20)

Single centre Intubated patients [12]

USA 0.098 (0.070–0.132)
(39/396)

5 hospitals Intubated patients [3]

Japan (this
study)

0.0054 (0.0024–0.010)
(9/1664)

Nationwide survey by the Japanese Respiratory
Society

Intubated patients This
study

ICU: intensive care unit.
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The strong point of this study is that we could perform a large-scale, nationwide survey. Our study has
some limitations. The available data were limited by the nature of the questionnaire-based study. The
diagnosis of CAPA was based on the judgement of each physician, but not based on defined diagnostic
criteria. Information such as previous Aspergillus infections or colonisation were not collected for the
CAPA patients.

In conclusion, our results suggest that the incidence of CAPA in Japan may not be as high as expected
from other studies. However, the diagnosis of CAPA is challenging, and large-scale prospective
surveillance studies based on international guidelines are warranted to investigate the epidemiology of
CAPA.
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